Middleware components are becoming increasingly important as applications share computational resources in distributed environments, such as high-end clusters with ever larger number of processors, computational grids and increasingly large server farms. One of the main challenges in such environments is to achieve scalability of synchronization. In general, concurrency services arbitrate resource requests in distributed systems. But concurrency protocols currently lack scalability. Adding such guarantees enables resource sharing and computing with distributed objects in systems with a large number of nodes.
INTRODUCTION
Distributed computing is rapidly becoming a commodity to share resources, such as objects, on a larger and larger scale. In the past, applications relied on message passing, shared memory, remote procedure calls and their object counterparts, such as remote method invocations, to exploit parallelism in distributed environments or invoke remote services in a client-server paradigm. The problem with these approaches is its reliance on access to a centralized facility and its limitations in scalability.
In contrast, recent trends aim at peer-to-peer computing with distributed objects. This paradigm is generally supported by middleware to provide distributed services. This middleware provides a software layer between the operating system and the applications that supports cooperative problem solving and provides user transparency. This middleware constitutes the enabling technology for distributed object services, such as resource arbitration in distributed systems.
Another relevant trend regarding our work relates to clusters and the Grid. High-end clusters and the Grid have increased considerably in size over the past years. These clusters profit not only from advances in processor design and interconnects but their main advantage is its mere size, currently ranging up to 8,000 processors with future projections over 10,000, e.g., for IBM's Blue Gene Light and potentially even larger systems in the Grid [1, 12] . We see a similar trend in commercial computing areas, such as server computing.
Servers are increasingly organized in ever larger server farms. This trend is in response to requirements for high availability and faster response times. Multiple server farms may exist in geographically distant locations so that accesses can be quickly delegated to a server in the requester's vicinity.
One of the main challenges in such environments is to achieve scalability of synchronization. We address the issues of scalability through middleware protocols. Though our protocol is compatible with existing standards, such as CORBA, its model is applicable to any distributed resource allocation scheme. For example, distributed agreement, originally designed for distributed database systems, has recently been adopted for cluster computing [10, 11] . The use of transactions in such environments requires support for hierarchical locking services to arbitrate between requests of different modes at multiple levels within the shared / replicated data. Hierarchical locks have been studied in the context of database system with a limited number of nodes [16, 22, 21, 19, 3] .
The sheer size of clusters and server farms requires us to consider hierarchical locking again, but this time under the aspect of scalability. The challenge in environments with a large number of nodes is to provide short response times for lock requests through a protocol that scales well with the number of nodes.
The work presented in this paper provides a solution to this problem and extends our previous results [8, 9] . We present a hierarchical locking protocol that supports a high degree of concurrency for a number of access modes. The protocol is aimed at global state replication in distributed systems. The underlying protocol follows a peer-to-peer paradigm, which is applicable to transaction-style processing and distributed agreement. The peer-to-peer paradigm ensures scalability by relying only on fully decentralized data structures and symmetric algorithms. As a result, our protocol is highly scalable due to its O(log n) message complexity for n nodes, it accommodates a large number of concurrent requests, provides progress guarantees to prevent starvation and delivers short response times, even in large networks. Experimental results on an IBM SP show overheads of 3-9 messages and response times lower than 10 msec up to 80 nodes depending on the ratio of non-critical code and critical sections.
In this paper, we first review a non-hierarchical locking protocol, which we compare against during later experimentations. We then introduce our peer-to-peer hierarchical locking protocol, define its operations through a set of rules and tables, and we provide several examples together with pseudo-code. Our work is based on the semantics of concurrency services widely used in database systems and also defined in the CORBA concurrency services. We modify the specification of CORBA concurrency services, which results in a specialization of the services that does not affect its original properties (since it is a specialization).
New properties, such as fairness, are due to FIFO queuing within token owners. The primary objective of this work is to demonstrate strengths of our approach for providing a scalable middleware protocol. This is demonstrated by the rules, tables and examples describing the dynamics of the protocol. The second emphasis is on extensive experiments on actual systems confirming our claims. Our experiments are comprised of the aforementioned comparison with non-hierarchical locking on a Linux cluster on one hand and results for scalability and latency evaluations on an IBM SP cluster on the other hand. We then discuss related work and summarize our contributions.
MUTUAL EXCLUSION FOR DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
Concurrent requests to access shared resources in a distributed environment have to be arbitrated by means of mutual exclusion, e.g., to provide hierarchical locking and support transaction processing. In the absence of shared memory, mutual exclusion is realized via a series of messages passed between nodes that share a certain resource. Several algorithms have been developed to provide mutual exclusion for distributed systems [6] . They can be distinguished by their approaches as token-based and non-token-based. The former may rely on broadcast protocols or may use logical structures with point-to-point communication.
Broadcast and non-token-based protocols generally suffer from limited scalability due to centralized control, due to their message overhead or because of topological constraints. In contrast, token-based protocols exploiting point-to-point connectivity may result in logarithmic message complexity with regard to the number of nodes. In the following, a fully decentralized token-based protocol is introduced.
Token-based algorithms for mutual exclusion employ a single token representing the lock object, which is passed between nodes within the system [28] . Possession of the token represents the right to enter the critical region of the lock object. Requests that cannot be served right away are registered in a distributed linked list originating at the token owner. Once a token becomes available, the owner passes it on to the next requester within the distributed list. In addition, nodes form a logical tree pointing via probable owner links toward the root. Initially, the root is the token owner. When requests are issued, they are guided by a chain of probable owners to the current root. Each node on the propagation path sets its probable owner to the requester, i.e., the tree is modified dynamically.
In Figure 1 , the root initially holds the token for mutual exclusion. A request by 
A PEER-TO-PEER HIERARCHICAL LOCKING PROTOCOL
This section introduces a novel locking protocol. This protocol strictly follows a peer-to-peer paradigm in that all data structures are fully decentralized and each node runs a symmetric instance of the protocol.
These operational characteristics combined with a O(log n) message complexity ensure scalability and are demonstrated to also yield low response times. The protocol distinguishes a number of access modes in support of concurrency services for distributed computing. In the following, we refer to the Concurrency Services of CORBA, which follows the de facto standard hierarchical locking model widely used in database systems, as the underlying model without restricting the generality of our proposed protocol [17] .
Compatibility between Lock Modes
The main objective of our approach is to ensure a high degree of concurrency for the distributed mutual exclusion protocol. We allow multiple nodes to share access to a resource if possible by supporting a set of five access modes compatible with common access requirements of database systems and distributed object systems.
As in Naimi's protocol, nodes form a logical tree structure by maintaining their local parent pointers. But our protocol does not require next pointers. The root node of the tree holds the token and is referred to as the token node. All other nodes are non-token nodes. We support the following access modes. First, we distinguish read (R) locks and write (W) locks with shared and exclusive access, respectively. Second, we support upgrade (U) locks, which represent an exclusive read lock that is followed by an upgrade request for a write lock. Upgrade locks ensure data consistency between a read followed by an update value that was derived from the read value. Third, we provide intent locks for reading (IR) and writing (IW).
Intent locks are motivated by hierarchical locking paradigms, which allow the distinction between lock modes on the structural data representation, e.g., when a database, multiple tables within the database and entries within tables are associated with distinct locks [16, 22] . For example, an entity may first acquire an intent write lock on a database and then disjoint write (or upgrade) locks on the next lower granularity. Since the low-level locks are assumed to be disjoint, hierarchical locks greatly enhance parallelism by allowing simultaneous access for such threads. In general, lock requests may proceed in parallel if modes for a lock are compatible.
The compatibility between these basic lock modes defines which modes may be used in parallel by different requesters. Conversely, incompatibility of locks modes indicates a need for serialization of two requests.
Let be a resource and ¡ £ ¢ be the lock associated with it. Table 1 shows the rules for granting ¡ ¤ ¢ in different modes according to the specification of concurrency services [17] . Column one specifies the presently held lock modes for ¡ £ ¢ and the remaining columns represent the type of mode requests received
To define our protocol, we derive several rules for locking and specify if concurrent access modes are permissible through a set of tables. These tables not only demonstrate the elegance of the protocol, but they also facilitate its implementation. 
A higher degree of strength implies a potentially lower level of concurrency between multiple requests. For example, a write lock allows less concurrency than a read lock, so W is stronger than R. 
Local Queues, Intent Locks and Copysets
In our protocol for hierarchical locking, we employ a token-based approach. A novel aspect of our protocols is the handling of requests. While Naimi's protocol constructs a single, distributed FIFO queue, our protocol combines multiple local queues for logging incompatible requests. These local queues are logically equivalent to a single distributed FIFO, as will be seen later.
Another novelty is our handling of intent locks for token-based protocols. To distinguish different levels of lock granularities (hierarchical locks) and, at the same time, to maximize the degree of concurrency, we support intent lock modes. For example, a node wishing to read an attribute of an object will request an intent read (IR) lock on the object itself and, once acquired, it will request a read (R) lock on the attribute it wants to read without releasing IR. Note that the resources being requested in the above requests are at different levels of granularities -the object contains the attribute. Each of these resource requests can only be granted in accordance with lock compatibility requirements.
Compatible requests can be served concurrently by the first receiver of the request with a sufficient access mode. Concurrent locks are recorded, together with their access level, as so-called copysets of child nodes whose requests have been granted. This is a generalization of Li/Hudak's more restrictive copysets [23] .
Definition 4:
Copyset of a node is a set of nodes holding a common lock at the same time with any parent node owning the lock in a mode stronger than the mode granted to its children.
In the following, we refer to a token owner and its children to establish the relation of a copyset.
Request Granting
The next rule governs the dispatching of the lock requests. 
Request Queuing/Forwarding
When a node issues a request that cannot be granted right away due to mode incompatibility, the following rule applies.
Rule 4:
1. If a non-token node cannot grant a request, it will either forward the request to its parent or queue the request locally based on the present state of a pending request of the node according to Table 3. 2. If the token node cannot grant a request, it will queue the request locally regardless of the state of its pending request.
Rule 4 is supplemented by the following operational specification: Locally queued requests are considered for granting when the pending request comes through or a release message is received.
In Table 3 , local queuing and forwarding are indicated as Q and F, respectively. The aim here is to queue 
Lock Release
The following rule governs the handling of lock releases. For this rule, let us consider parent nodes that have knowledge of only the owned modes of their immediate children. The first part of this rule is similar to Naimi's protocol in that queued locks are served upon a release. If a root node has received release notifications from its children and if the root node is no longer engaged in a critical section, it will send the token to the first requester in its local queue. In addition, the local queue is piggybacked to ensure that other requests will be considered by the token recipient.
The second part of the above rule ensures that release messages are only sent towards the root of the copyset if necessary, i.e., when modes change. Upon receipt of a release message, the parent may safely assume that neither the child nor its children (or grandchildren) are holding the lock in the released mode. Nonetheless, the child may still own the lock in some weaker mode, which is included in the message to allow the parent to update the log of modes for its children. Overall, this protocol reduces the number of messages compared to a more eager variant with immediate notification upon lock releases. In our approach, one message suffices, irrespective of the number of grandchildren.
Example: Consider Figure 5 Freeze is sent to the child only if the child is potential granter of the mode to be frozen and the mode is not already frozen e The sender of the token might still be owning some mode; If so, the sender is added to the children set of the new token node. Otherwise not.
f
The queue at the old token node is passed to the new token node along with the token. The new token node itself may have a local queue, too. These queues are merged preserving FIFO ordering as discussed in [24] .
can be queued 
Send Release to Parent Check requests on queue 
Fairness and Absence of Starvation
The objective of providing a high degree of concurrency conflicts with common concurrency guarantees.
For example, the reader-writing problem for databases is subject to starvation if new readers are accepted as long as at least one reader is active. Queued write requests, which are incompatible, would never be served if readers arrived fast enough. Consider the queuing of our protocol. Grants in response to a request may be unfair in the sense that the FIFO policy of serving requests could be violated. In essence, a newly issued request compatible with an existing lock mode could bypass already queued requests, which were deemed incompatible. Such a behavior is not only undesirable, it may lead to starvation due to the described race. Rule 6: A node may only grant a request if the requested mode is not frozen.
In order to extend fairness beyond the token holder, mode freezing is transitively extended to the copyset where required by modes. This ensures that potential granters of any mode incompatible with the requested mode will no longer grant such requests. We ensure transitive freezing by the operational specification for this rule, which states that the token node notify children about the frozen modes. The pseudo-code of this freezing mechanism is augmented to almost all the other routines where requests are granted (Routines in Figure 4 and Figure 10 ). Figure 8 depicts the pseudo-code for the freeze message handler.
This rule supplements Rules 2 and 3. Table 4 depicts an enumeration of frozen modes for all combinations. The rationale behind the construction of the Table 4 can be formalized by the following invariants: Through this freezing mechanism, ultimately, all children and grandchildren will release the modes, and a release message will arrive at the token node for each of its immediate children. Thus, the FIFO policy is preserved.
Upgrade Request
Upgrade locks facilitate the prevention of potential deadlocks by very simple means if the resulting reduction in the concurrency level is acceptable [17] . Upgrade locks conflict with each other (and lower strength modes), which ensures exclusive access rights for reading. This policy supports data consistency between a read in update (U) mode and a consecutive upgrade request for write (W) mode, which is commonly used when the written data depends on the prior read.This is reflected in the following rule.
Rule 7:
Upon an attempt to upgrade to W, the token owner atomically changes its mode from U to W (without releasing the lock in U).
Example: As depicted in Figure 9 
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Our experiments are designed to assess the capabilities of the protocol in multiple respects.
First, we evaluate the performance of our protocol relative to the protocol by Naimi et al. [28] , which has the best known average case message complexity of
. 1 Second, we analyze the effect of protocol overhead on response times, i.e., we detail the properties leading to closed formulas for bounding the response time of requests. The objective of this analysis is to determine the parameters that affect response time. Third, we investigate the message overhead in detail by message types to provide an understanding of the dynamics of the protocol and reason about the sources of overhead.
In addition to empirical evaluation and analysis, the following experiments also demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the protocol for different application areas 2 . This is orthogonal to the aforementioned objectives and is elaborated in the respective contexts in the discussion below. The experimental setup and
We could not find other protocols for distributed mutual exclusion with hierarchical locking models that follow a peer-to-peer paradigm. Current CORBA implementations, e.g., TAO [2] , do not support hierarchical locking. A comparison with centralized protocols did not seem fair due to the inefficiency of client-server approaches when scalability is to be assessed. the protocol parameters are designed to match a unique set of applications in each case.
In each of the following experiments, nodes in the system execute an instance of an application (multiairlines reservation) on top of the protocol. The data representing ticket prices are stored in a distributed table and shared amongst all the nodes. In case of our protocol, each entry of the data is associated with a lock. In addition, the entire table is associated with another lock (higher level of granularity). Each application instance (each node) will request the locks iteratively. The critical section time, the non-critical code time and the network latency experienced by messages (if applicable) were randomized with different mean values, depending on the type of experiment. The mode of lock requests was randomized so that the IR, R, U, IW and W requests are 80%, 10%, 4%, 5% and 1% of the total requests, respectively. This request distribution should reflect the typical frequency of request types for such applications in practice where read requests to a hierarchical database dominate writes. In addition, we subsequently show that changing the request distribution does not affect the asymptotic behavior of the protocol. To observe the scalability behavior, the number of nodes participating in the system is increased from 3 to 120, and the aforementioned experiment is repeated for each configuration.
Comparison between Hierarchical and Non-Hierarchical Locking
A first set of experiments focuses on the comparison of our hierarchical protocol with its non-hierarchical counterpart [28] . Experiments were conducted on Red Hat 7. Our protocol requests locks at both table and entry levels. In contrast, Naimi's protocol only acquires the lock at the entry level as it cannot distinguish different locking granularities. To access the entire has to acquire an intention lock on the table and the non-intention lock on the specific entry while both variants of Naimi acquire only a single lock. Figure 12 assesses the scalability in terms of the average number of messages being sent for each lock request. We make several interesting observations. First, the message overhead of our protocol is lower than that of Naimi's variants. The lower overhead compared with same work is not surprising since more locks are acquired in a sequential fashion leading to long next queues. If we compare with the pure version, our protocol performs slightly more lock operations but incurs a lower message overhead. This demonstrates the strengths of our approach: Not only do we provide additional functionality for hierarchical locking, we also do so approximately at 20% fewer messages. Hence, protocol overhead for mode distinction is offset by savings due to local queuing and, most significantly, by allowing children to grant requests. The second observation regards the asymptotic behavior of our protocol. After an initial increase, our protocol results in roughly 3.25 messages per request, even if more and more nodes are issuing requests.
The depicted logarithmic behavior makes the protocol highly suitable for large networked environments. In contrast, Naimi's same work is superlinear in terms of message complexity, i.e., when providing the same functionality. The multi-granular nature of our protocol combined with the message saving optimizations are the prime causes of this difference, which represents a major contribution of our work. Figure 13 compares the request latency behavior, i.e., the time elapsed between issuing a request and entering the critical section in response to a grant message. As stated above, in this family of applications, the network latency experienced by the messages might be higher than the network latency on our LAN testbed. We overcome this limitation by resorting to network latency simulation. In case of our protocol, the latency is averaged over all types of requests (viz. IR, R, U, IW and W). The average request latency for the same functionality increases superlinearly in case of Naimi's protocol compared to the linear behavior of our protocol. To avoid deadlocks, Naimi's protocol has to acquire locks in a predefined order, which adds a significant amount of overhead resulting in this behavior. The linearly increasing behavior of our protocol is the result of increasing interference with other nodes' requests as number of nodes increases.
Hence, a request has to wait for a linearly increasing number of interfering critical sections. (A more detailed analysis of these trends will be discussed later.) Naimi's pure protocol has identical asymptotic behavior for the same reason. Our protocol has a better constant factor than that of Naimi's base protocol for a single lock. This is due to savings in lock requests granted by children as well as lock acquisitions that are resolved locally without sending messages when modes are changed in the presence of a prior owned mode (as described in Rule 2), which is compatible. Let us return to the issue of linear response time behavior of our protocol. As the message overhead behavior is logarithmic and as each message being exchanged contributes to the response time for the request, one would expect the response time behavior to be logarithmic as well. However, while the message overhead behavior can be used to study the behavior of the protocol, it may not represent the request latency accurately.
This is due to the fact that the request latency time has two components: The network delay experienced by each of the messages sent and the queuing delay incurred due to the request being locally queued at other nodes. While the former can be accurately estimated by the message overhead, the latter is not included in the message overhead. This means that response time behavior can be identical (in ideal case) or worse than message overhead behavior. It is therefore crucial to study the second component of the response time.
The following experiments focus on assessing this behavior. In the context of our protocol, the concurrency level refers to the number of simultaneously active requests in the entire system. Quantitatively, the concurrency level can be defined as
Effects of Concurrency Level and Response Time
where u is the number of nodes in the system. Below, we describe experiments under different concurrency levels to study its impact on response time behavior.
Variable Concurrency Level
In these experiments, we kept the critical section time constant at a mean value of 15 msec and varied the length of non-critical code. Results are reported for ratios of one, five, ten and 25 for non-critical code time relative to the critical section time. Both metrics are randomized around these mean values to trigger different request orders and tree configurations in consecutive phases. Randomization occurs with a uniform distribution within a range of and critical section time, even though some critical sections cannot be parallelized and are subsequently subject to Ahmdahl's Law. Barring the initial curve, response time is clearly linear as we increase the number of nodes for each ratio. Though lower ratios (higher concurrency) result in much longer response times than that of higher ratios (lower concurrency), the asymptotic behavior is linear for all ratios. While the ratios (concurrency levels) are highly dependent on the type of applications, this result illustrates that, regardless of the application and concurrency level, the response time will be linear. It is also important to understand that, though the ratio is kept constant as we increase the number of nodes, the concurrency level changes due to the factor
Another interesting observation is that the curves are initially superlinear with any given ratio. As the number of nodes in the system increases, the average number of simultaneous requests also increases.
This causes more conflicts between incompatible request types, thereby increasing the queuing delay.
However, the tree height increases logarithmically, and so does the propagation path of requests making the message overhead logarithmic. Hence, with an increase in the number of nodes, an increased queuing delay is added while message overhead increases logarithmically. Ultimately, the response time increases superlinearly and, consequently, the queuing delay should increase superlinearly as well. This is due to the fact that request types are randomized, and each node has an independent randomized stream. Hence, the probability of each of the modes of the requests increases linearly with the number of nodes in the system. Let 
Constant Concurrency Level
The previous section explained the linear behavior (in the asymptotic case) of the response time dependent on the concurrency level 
%
We realize that this is not a realistic scenario. However, the purpose of the experiment is to help us assess the response time behavior.
behavior shown in Figure 17 . By maintaining the constant concurrency level, the logarithmic behavior of message overhead ceases to persist. This behavior is due to the fact that, even though the conflicts between In conclusion, the analysis of the response time allows us to predict the worst-case response time for the requests and provides bounds that can be exploited by QoS guarantees. 
Message Overhead Breakdown

Figure 19: Request Messages
Request messages increase with the number of nodes and with higher rations, as seen in Figure 19 .
These increases are primarily due to longer propagation paths of requests. For a larger number of nodes, propagation paths increase due to initial request forwarding. With higher ratios, this effect becomes even more significant since propagation path length increases with longer non-critical code fragments. This is the single largest contributor to message overhead (up to seven messages).
Figure 20: Grant Messages
requests can be resolved by allowing children within a copyset to grant requests. The overall contribution is below one message.
Figure 21: Token Transfer Messages
The token transfers in Figure 21 increase at high ratios when concurrency is low, i.e., during low contention, the root is unlikely to be able to grant a copy . Hence, requests are likely to be resolved by transferring the token. Similarly, contention increases with the number of nodes, which increases the possibilities of copy grants, thereby lowering the transfer of tokens. The total contribution of token transfers remains relatively low (below one message on the average).
Figure 22: Release Messages
Release messages in Figure 22 show the inverse behavior of token transfers. At low contention (high ratios and few nodes), few release messages are generated since the copy set remains small. This number increases with the number of nodes and even more dramatically with lower ratios. Its total contribution is still below one message on the average.
Figure 23: Freeze Messages
Freeze messages ( Figure 23 ) occur predominantly for low ratios implying high contention. The trend is less pronounced for increases in the number of nodes. In general, the share of freeze messages is insignificant (below 0.3 messages). This demonstrates that the price of avoiding starvation is small compared to the overall functionality of the protocol.
Overall, we demonstrated the scalability of our hierarchical locking protocol through its logarithmic message overhead. We observed low latencies in the order of single-digit milliseconds to resolve requests with (realistically) high ratios. This makes our protocol highly suitable for its usage in conjunction with transactions, e.g., in large server farms as well as in large-scale clusters that require redundant computing.
RELATED WORK
A number of algorithms exist to solve the problem of mutual exclusion in a distributed environment. Chang [6] and Johnson [18] give an overview and compare the performance of such algorithms. Goscinski [15] proposed a prioritized algorithm based on broadcast requests using a token-passing approach. Chang [5] developed extensions to various algorithms for priority handling that use broadcast messages [35, 32] or fixed logical structures with token passing [30] . Our protocol differs from Chang's extensions of [35] and [30] by not requiring broadcasts or shared memory at all and lower average message complexity, respectively, as detailed below. Fu and Tzeng's mutual exclusion scheme assumes support for shared memory multiprocessors [13] . In contrast, we provide a solution for mutual exclusion in distributed systems where no shared resources exist and communication is realized through message passing. Chang,
